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More photos on page 7
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“Spotlighting NLFR
Members
KrieAnn has been helping with this column, calling volunteers and staff to
see if they will write a short bio about themselves and send a photo.
Thank you, KrieAnn, for doing this! Her suggestion for this issue was “ME”.
I figured she would get someone else, but then I thought maybe I should
do it. Now that I am sitting down to write “something” about myself, I find
that it is kind of difficult to even begin. So..here goes:
I was born six decades back. Yes, I am over 60 years old. I grew up in the
hippie town of Eugene/Springfield. I have three siblings, all brothers.
I always wanted a sister as I was growing up, but it never happened.
My grandfather and my dad worked for the railroad in Portland and in
Eugene. To this day, I still have a love for trains.
While attending Sheldon High School, I majored in business classes and learned how to use “shorthand” which I still use
today. If you don’t know what shorthand is, ask me. I received an Associate Degree from Lane Community College and
worked a few office jobs before moving to Portland in the early 70’s. I lived and worked in the Portland area for over 30 years
before moving to Lincoln City in 2004 for the job I now have (my “dream job”!) I really enjoy working with all the staff and
volunteers in the District. My office is crazy, busy, and at times, kind of messy. But I wouldn't trade it for anything!
I am married to Bob, the love of my life. It is the second time around for both of us. We’ve been happily married for 26 years.
Between the two of us, we have six children, with 8 grandchildren. My hobbies include scrapbooking, making handcrafted
greeting cards, and various other crafts (I love scrolling through all the craft projects on Pinterest!)
I am currently a teacher for the five and six year-old children at my church (The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints)
and have taught all the classes from ages 3 through 11. I love interacting with these children every Sunday and helping them
to learn. When living in Portland, I volunteered as a Den Leader in the Cub Scout pack at my church for many years, and eventually becoming the Cubmaster. It as a fun learning experience.
I sure do hope that when YOU receive the phone call from KrieAnn about
sharing a little bit about YOU, that you will say…”Sure, I’d be glad to do that!”
Do you need a document notarized?
Do you want your CPR card (or other card) laminated?
Do you have a new address and/or phone number?
Do you have a question about LOSAP?
Are you receiving non-emergency NLFR text messages?
Do you want info about our Employee Assistance
Program? (available for volunteers also)
If you answered YES to any of the above questions,
see me at the Taft Office. / Lois

The real art of conversation
is not only to say the right thing
in the right place,
but to leave unsaid
the wrong thing
at the tempting moment
~Dorothy Nevill

I love when the trees
turn all different
colors in the Fall.
And I love going for
walks and crunching
the dried leaves as I
walk. It must be the
child in me!

Everyone you meet is
fighting a battle
you know nothing about.
Be Kind. Always.

The Size-Up Newsletter is a publication of
North Lincoln Fire & Rescue District #1.
Lois Smith, NLFR Office Administrator,
is the editor of the newsletter.
Please direct any comments/suggestions
to LSMITH@NLFR.ORG.

FYI:

Beginning
with the
October 2014 issue of
the Size-Up, articles
will be shorter
(1 page or less)
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Length of Service Award Program (LOSAP)

September
05—Ken Brown
13—Bob Wentz
14—Tim Shepard
21—Marcus Coon
26—Richard Ascherl
26—Laura Thomas
29—Andrew McDonald

Congratulations go to
the following volunteers
who reached the
maximum contribution
towards their LOSAP
account for the
quarter of April 1st
through June 30th.

Ken Brown
Chane Cisneros
Jeff Cutler
Chris DeLong
Tom Gakstatter
Dennis Knudson
Dave Moorman
Loren Nordyke
Doug Strange
Congratulations!

The following volunteers also had a
contribution to their LOSAP account:
David Bickerdyke
George Blacketer
Beau Brenneman
Wally Brown
Shawn Carter
Marcus Coon
Rob Dahlman
Matt Diaz
Dan Drayton
Bob Duby
Darren Hussey
Jason Jones-Myers
Greg Keyte

Todd King
Al Longworth
Andrew McDonald
Brian Nordyke
Erin Robertson
Bob Schroeder
Cory Seeto
Mike Skiles
Ryan Smith
Laura Thomas
Rochelle Toon
Nathan Tuttle
Jarett VillaFane

Keep up the good work! Several of you
were so close to the maximum...perhaps
next quarter you will meet that goal.

Only in America…
Only in America...an a pizza get to your house faster
than an ambulance. Only in America...are there
handicap parking places in front of a skating rink. Only
in America...do we award someone $3,000,000 for spilling hot coffee in their own lap. Only in America...do we
have labels on baby strollers to remind people to remove
the baby before folding the stroller. Only in America...do
drugstores make the sick walk all the way to the back of
the store to get their prescriptions. Only in America...do
people order double cheese burgers, large fries, and a
DIET coke. Only in America...do we leave cars worth
thousands of dollars in the driveway and leave useless
junk in the garage. Only in America...do banks leave all
the doors open and then chain the pens to the counters.
Only in America...do we use answering machines to
screen calls and then have call waiting so we won’t miss
a call from someone we didn’t want to talk with in the
first place.
Watch your thoughts; they become words.
Watch your words; they become actions.
Watch your actions, they become habits.
Watch your habits, they become character.
Watch your character; it becomes your destiny
~Frank Outlaw

Hidden somewhere within these 12 pages are two
NLFR 3-digit member numbers. Find your number
and call Lois at 541-996-2233 and say where you
found your number and WIN A PRIZE!
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Chaplain’s Corner
By Pauline Morrison

The conclusion to last month’s article
by Paul Young, with slight revisions.

come to pass. These imaginations are not real!!!
But I spent most of my life in or around them.
However, God does not dwell in anything that is not
real!!! In the imaginations, God is conspicuously
absent. Why? Because God has no interest in living
inside something that isn’t even real to begin with. So
in my empty imaginations, I am the only ‘god’ there is.
I have to fix things, make sure things turn out right,
try to get a handle on people and events…and
frankly, I do a very poor job of it…this playing god
thing. So, my life tended to be gripped by fear and I
worked hard to get some ‘control’ to prevent these
imaginations that I feared. I had a habit of treating
something that had no reality or substance as if it
were truly real.

“...Why had Joy decided to stick around and permeate my every day?... Okay…I am nuts, that must be
it! But I am not…so back to my question. What
happened? ....” As I mulled this over, I began to
understand one reason for Joy’s permanence in my
life. A couple of years ago, I decided to stop ‘future
tripping’, that is, ‘worrying about tomorrow’, creating
fantasies of what might happen and then actually
taking mental and emotional trips to live there for a
bit. It is: ‘what am I going to do if ...; what am I going A couple years ago I stopped this insanity. And here
is what I discovered. JOY has a name. Joy is an
to say if ...; what would our family go through if ...?
evidence of the presence of the very ‘real’ God who
dwells inside of us.
I confess: I experienced many un-realities and their
attendant emotions this way. I have repeatedly
suffered huge financial losses, ended up living under In fact, JOY had ‘never’ left me at all; it was me that
continually left Joy, to run into some imagined future
one of the city bridges, been abandoned by my
and resultant fear. It had never been Joy that was
family, suffered the loss of each of my children, had
my closest friends turn out to be villains, embarrassed the occasional acquaintance…it was me that had
myself in public, was put on the spot and said some- been the visitor.
thing stupid, been to my own funeral (more than
once), unsuccessfully tried to stop something horrible For two years now I have stayed inside the confines
from happening, failed repeatedly to live up to some- of God’s favor, the grace that is for ‘today’. Today is
where God dwells with me; today is where ‘eternity’
body’s expectations, been horribly maimed in every
intersects my life, and even when I get to tomorrow,
kind of imaginable accident known to man, lost all
it is still ‘today’ when I get there. Joy goes hand in
my teeth, lost every job I ever had, came down with
every disease possible, regularly looked like an idiot, hand with grace.
got my lights punched out for no reason, explained
my driving to a police officer, lost my friends, went to And if grace, in part, energizes me to sense God’s
presence, to hear God’s voice…I was obviously
school and found out I wasn’t wearing anything, got
wasting the grace given me on imaginations that
mugged, imagined the situation that I currently was
in was permanent…that nothing could ever or would weren’t even real. Do I make plans for tomorrow? Sure, but they are held loosely with an open
ever change…
hand…and I don’t live there. I live in God’s presence,
which is today.
…you get the idea. I have written volumes of
fantasies in my own head, things that have no
I read Joy’s blog the other day, and it began…
substance, no reality, and are empty, vain
"A couple years ago Paul became my constant
imaginations. But I treat them as if they are real.
I feel all kinds of terrifying and horrible emotions, and companion rather than an occasional acquaintscramble to control my life so that they won’t actually ance…" Sweeeeeet!

One or two volunteers are wanted (and needed) to provide
articles of interest for the NLFR Size-Up Newsletter. Please call
Lois at the Taft Station if you are interested in assisting! Your
help will be very much appreciated!
PLEASE CALL!!!
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Generational Differences in the Workplace
Have you ever heard these statements at work?
 “In my day,”
 “She has a sense of entitlement”.
 “Why does experience guarantee more income

than production”?
 It’s five, I’m out of here!
 “They have no work ethic”.
 “He wants feedback”?
 “They don’t get it”.
 “They didn’t have to work as hard as we did”.
If you have ever said or heard theses phrases, this could
be a clear indication that there is a generational gap in your
place of business. The lack of understanding and head
scratching frustration that comes with these differences at
work are very telling. This should be no surprise in that
“this is the first time in American history that we have had
four different generations working side by side in the workplace” (Gregg Hammill; FDU’S Silberman College of Business).
Consider the 4 generations at work and see where you fit.
Traditionalist (1920-1945)
If you are from the from the Frank Sinatra era, you would
have been influenced by the likes of F.D.R., the great
depression, and WWII. You were also professionally
managed by memo, loyalty and command.
Baby Boomers (1946-1964)
If you experienced life under the shadow of Woodstock,
JFK, and rock and roll, then you probably felt the only way
to communicate at work was to get in a circle and be
transparent.
Gen Xer (1965-1980)
Perhaps you burst on to the corporate scene with icons
behind you like Bill Gates, Madonna and Michael Jordon,
looking for advancement in the organization with little
tenure or experience, and didn’t understand why it wasn’t
possible.
Gen Yer (1980-PRESENT)
The youngest batch of Americans were mesmerized by
Barney, Brittany and the Back Street Boys, and were
electronically programmed to text office updates instead
of calling, scan world events on the palm of their hand and
actually take a break reading a book that doesn’t have any
pages.
Four very distinct generations with one
thing in common; they could benefit
from a better understanding
of each other.

Below are just a couple of the vast differences:
Terminology:
Even our terminology between the 2 younger and older
generations is vastly different. A Boomer boss overheard
one of his Gen Yer support staff talking on the phone with
a friend and was shocked when he heard,” Yeah my boss
is really phat”! The boss thought that all of the miles he had
put on the treadmill were in vain. To his relief, his son informed him that this was a compliment from their generation because “phat” actually means “cool” at which point he
realized he was definitely not!
Correspondence:
Something as common as everyday correspondence can
be vastly different. My son Micahel, a Gen Xer with a
splash of Gen Y told me he preferred texting over talking
on the phone. Had I not known that this is the efficient way
of communicating with his generation, I could have been
hurt. However, the communicative Boomer father that I am
told him that I can only take so much of texting and “I needed a real voice now and then” to which he agreed. (I just
noticed that “texting” is not even in my laptop spell check,
If you know what I mean)
Interestingly enough, the Traditionalist has always
preferred memo, meetings or phone calls to converse.
By the way I was speaking to a group of 40 Traditionalists
ranging from 75-95 years of age on the generational differences. Only one out of the 40 even knew what texting was
and had learned to text at his grandchildren’s insistence.
A lot of Boomers preferred sharing directly, receiving feedback and asking uncomfortable transparent questions from
their staff .
The Gen Xers , of course, would prefer emails or 313
voicemails and the Gen Yers automatically text, facebook
it, and streamline all correspondence in the palm of their
hand.
Career Goals:
Even career goals are driven by different motivations. The
Traditionalist wanted to “build a legacy from their career”.
The Boomers wanted to “build a strong career.” The Gen
Xers wanted to “build a portable career.” The Yers want to
“build parallel careers.”
These differences are not going away. As a matter of fact,
they are all necessary for success in Corporate America.
Each group has their strengths; the wisdom and experience of the Boomers/ Traditionalist and the fast efficient
and electronic prowess of the Gen X/Yers.
The key is understanding that differences are not
necessarily wrong, just different. Stereotyping must be
minimized if we are ever going to build the bridge called
respect in the current generation gap.
(continued on page 6)
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Generational Differences in the Workplace
(Continued from page 5)

Building Bridges:

Stereotyping: Xers resent the Traditionalist for being
unwilling to change and turn over the responsibilities.

Flexibility: Is your way the only way? Be open to the
possibility that the other generation has a better idea or
approach to getting the project done.

Boomers resent Xers for changing jobs so quickly and
wanting balance.

Give the benefit of the doubt: Each generation has
different cultural rules. Just because the younger generation
dresses too casually doesn’t mean “they are rebellious.”
I’ll take hard work, attitude and production over a tie any
day.

Traditionalists resent the mind set of Yers and their attitude
towards hard work.
Yers resent the Boomers for leaving the planet in a mess
and not going greener sooner in the workplace.
Each generation wants to be respected by the others.
Each wants to be valued and understood by the others.
For maximum results, it’s time to start building bridges.

Don’t forget the little things: Every generation still prefers
to be called by their first name. Words like: Hello, goodbye,
please, thank you and I apologize work everywhere.

Final Quote:

The following quote seems to sum up the need to
better understand the other generations.
“If your top management isn’t spending at least a half
day a month sitting down with someone at least 25
years old or younger they are blowing it.”

(USA Today-Tom Peters, Management)

For more information on Teamworks email me at bill@teamworksworks.com or visit my website at teamworks-works.com

Message from Division Chief Mason
Firefighter Academy
The 2014 Firefighter Academy begins on Tuesday, September 9th.
Classes begin at 6:00pm and end at 9:30pm. Most classes are held
at the Taft Station. Other locations will be announced. There are 13
new recruits scheduled to attend the Academy. If you are
interested in assisting with the Recruit Academy, please contact
me as soon as possible.

FUN FACTS

Burn-to-Learn
We are still seeking a location where we can have a Burn-to-Learn. If you know of someone who has
a house that would be suitable and wishes to allow the District to burn it, please let me know.

Why is a useless gift or possession called a “white elephant”?
Of course, if the gift were literally a white elephant, that would make it pretty useless. To what possible good
use could you put a pachyderm, no matter what the color? But we’re not being literal, so why do we invoke this
big pale beast to describe what you got from your Uncle Irving—that electric can opener shaped like a washing
machine?
White elephants were rare, even in Siam (the modern Thailand). If you found one, the emperor automatically
owned it and you couldn’t harm it. When the emperor wanted to punish someone, he gave him or her a white
elephant as a “gift.” They couldn’t ride it or work it, but they still had to take care of it, and clean up after it.
And you know what elephants do besides eat. So the gift was useless. Hence, the expression.
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Thank you for participating in the 2014 MDA
Fill-the-Boot. North Lincoln Fire & Rescue
District #1 collected $18,000 this year during
the two-day drive on August 30 & 31.
Congratulations & Thank You!

MDA
Photos
taken by
Support Volunteer
Steve Allen (left)
and
Capt. Jim Kusz (right)
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GET READY EVENT
 100 FREE American Red Cross
Preparedness “starter” kits
provided by NW Natural.
 FREE bicycle helmets, courtesy of
Lincoln City Police Department.
 FREE LUNCH, courtesy of
NW Natural.
 Plus……..

Emergency Preparedness information from a number of businesses and
organizations, including:


Legacy Emanuel’s Oregon Burn Center



SERVPRO



Electronic Super Store



And dozens of groups, including the United States Coast Guard,
CERT, Oregon State Fire Marshal’s Office, Lincoln County School
District, and Lincoln County Sheriff’s Emergency Management Office.

DATE:
Saturday—September 27, 2014
TIME:
1AM TO 2PM
LOCATION: Taft Fire Station, 4520 SE Hwy 101, Lincoln City

Jim Walker appointed as the new State Fire Marshal
Oregon State Police Superintendent Rich Evans announced the appointment of JIM
WALKER as the next State Fire Marshal for the Office of State Fire Marshal (OSFM).
WALKER's appointment was effective August 1, 2014.
WALKER, age 52, began his service as Chief Deputy State Fire Marshal in 2009 and
has been serving as the interim state fire marshal since March 2014. In his role as
State Fire Marshal, WALKER directs the agency's fire programs, including fire code
development and enforcement, fire investigation, fire data collection and analysis, the
Community Right to Know Program, Hazmat Response Teams, fire safety education
and information, firesetter intervention, and regulation of the fireworks, explosives, propane, and non-retail
gasoline dispensing industries. Other responsibilities include administration of the State Fire Service
Mobilization Plan and the State Fire Marshal's structural overhead teams.
WALKER is a member of the Oregon Fire Chiefs Association, Oregon Volunteer Firefighters Association,
Pacific Northwest Coordinating Group Steering Committee, Western Fire Chiefs Association, National Fire
Protection Association, Oregon Fire Marshals Association, Governor's Fire Service Policy Council,
International Fire Chiefs Association, and International Code Council.
Prior to joining OSFM in 2009, he was the Fire Operations Director for the Oregon Department of Forestry
(ODF) and has experience managing ODF's statewide fire operations activities including directing aviation
resources.
"I thank the fire service and Oregon State Police for their support and confidence in leading a high-quality
organization into the future," said WALKER. "I look forward to continuing our great partnerships with the
Oregon fire service in achieving our common goals of protecting Oregonians and their property from fire
and hazardous materials."
WALKER is Oregon's 10th State Fire Marshal after C. Walter Stickney was
officially appointed the first State Fire Marshal in 1963.
More information about the Oregon Office
of State Fire Marshal is available on the
agency's website at:
http://www.oregon.gov/osp/SFM/pages/index.aspx.
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CRITICAL INCIDENT STRESS MANAGEMENT AND MENTAL HEALTH
North Lincoln Fire and Rescue is embarking on some
new avenues to assist in our physical well-being later
this year; but let's not forget our mental well-being.

Sometimes it is a collection of events, or just one
event that touched your heart. In the early days,
firefighters didn't share their feelings or debrief after
a tragic call.

I don't know about you, but I've been feeling kind of in
a "weird mood" lately.
Today, we know it is the smart thing to do and will
help keep sane in a less than sane (at times) world.
I usually like to turn on the television and get caught Even police and firefighters can get caught off guard
up on world events after work; but lately with the
from the impact of a critical incident.
severe weather across the globe, the Ebola outbreak,
violence in the Ukraine, Gaza and even Portland,
As first responders, we have lots of training but
I really rather not know about this stuff.
sometimes we are just human and find ourselves
ill-equipped to handle the chaos felt in a tragic event.
I realized I had enough bad news when I heard about
the death of actor/comedian Robin Williams. The on"The final extent of any traumatic event may
going media coverage was too much. So, I turned the
never be known or realistically estimated in
television off and enjoyed the silence.
terms of loss, bereavement, mourning and
Now I didn't stop thinking about Robin Williams but
I had my thoughts and memories of the funny man
I never met. He was a genius! In my own way,
I could deal with the sadness of his death remembering TV series Mork & Mindy, The World According to
Garp, Good Morning Vietnam, Dead Poets Society
and Good Will Hunting, as well as successes such
as Aladdin, Mrs. Doubtfire, Jumanji, and Night at the
Museum. He even appeared in the music video for
the song "Don't Worry, Be Happy".
His death really bothered me. My wife and I talked
about this; we talked about a guy you felt had everything!

grief.

In the aftermath of any critical incident,
psychological reactions are quite common
and are quite predictable.
Critical Incident Stress Debriefing or CISD
and the management of traumatic reactions
by survivors can be a valuable tool following
a life-threatening event.”
Psychologist Joseph A. Davis Ph.D.
In an article in Psychology, Dr. Davis writes;

"Since the mid-1980s, following many high profile
But perhaps my reason for grieving Robin Williams
events, the need to provide victim assistance to
had a deeper meaning and I discovered this talking to employees in the workplace setting has received
a colleague at City Hall one day.
more positive attention than ever before. This
prevention and intervention movement has gained
We happened to start to talk about Williams after
a lot of momentum with the passage of state and
I noticed a magazine on a table with a picture of him
federal legislation designed to protect, provide
on the front cover. I shared how my college and adult resources and services to those who are physically
life was filled with his "improv" humor and well known or emotionally traumatized."
generous nature of Robin Williams. I felt like I knew
him, like a brother.
Here are some daily tips to keep stress and mental
That was it, it hit me. He is almost as old as my
brother Rich, who also has a fantastic quick wit and
even looks a little like Williams.
Sometimes it is good to talk with someone, you may
discover something about what causes the feelings
or the mood you are experiencing. This is especially
true with emergency responders. Sometimes we
don't know what triggers these emotions, why this
event and not other calls.

help in check from the Health Channel...there really
are some good things on television!
Enjoying mental health means having a sense of
well-being, being able to function during everyday life
and feeling confident to rise to a challenge when the
opportunity arises. Just like your physical health, there
are actions you can take to increase your mental
health. Boost your well-being and stay mentally
healthy by following a few simple steps.

(continued on Page 10)
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CRITICAL INCIDENT STRESS MANAGEMENT AND
MENTAL HEALTH (continued from Page 9)

1. Connect with others. Develop and maintain

strong relationships with people around you who will
support and enrich your life. The quality of our
personal relationships has a great effect on our
well-being. Putting time and effort into building strong
relationships can bring great rewards. Talk and share
your thoughts and feelings.

people in different ways. It only becomes a problem
when it makes you feel uncomfortable or distressed.
A balanced lifestyle can help you manage stress
better. If you have trouble winding down, you may
find that relaxation breathing, yoga, or meditation can
help.

8. Rest and refresh. Get plenty of sleep. Go to
bed at a regular time each day and practice good
habits to get better sleep. Sleep restores both your
mind and body. However, feelings of fatigue can still
set in if you feel constantly rushed and overwhelmed
2. Take time to enjoy. Set aside time for activiwhen you are awake. Allow yourself some 322
ties, hobbies and projects you enjoy. Let yourself be unfocussed time each day to refresh; for example,
spontaneous and creative when the urge takes you.
let your mind wander, daydream, or simply watch the
Do a crossword puzzle, take a walk in your local park, clouds go by for a while. It’s OK to add ‘do nothing’ to
read a book, sew a quilt, draw pictures with your kids, your to-do list!
play with your pets – whatever takes your fancy.
9. Notice the here and now. Take a moment to
notice each of your senses each day. Simply ‘be’ in
or group of people who share your interests. Being
the moment – feel the sun and wind on your face and
part of a group of people with a common interests
notice the air you are breathing. It’s easy to be caught
provides a sense of belonging and is good for your
up thinking about the past or planning for the future
mental health. Join a sports club, a band, an evening instead of experiencing the present. Practicing mindwalking group, a dance class, a theatre or choir
fulness, by focusing your attention on being in the
group, a book or car club.
moment, is a good way to do this. Making a
conscious effort to be aware of your inner and outer
4. Contribute to your community. Volunteer your world is important for your mental health.
time for a cause or issue that you care about. Help
out a neighbor, work in a community garden, or do
10. Ask for help. This can be as simple as asking
something nice for a friend. There are many great
a friend to babysit while you have some time out or
ways to contribute that can help you feel good about speaking to your doctor (GP) about where to find a
yourself and your place in the world. An effort to
counselor or community mental health service. The
improve the lives of others is a sure way to improve
perfect, worry-free life does not exist. Everyone’s life
your life too. OKAY WE HAVE THIS ONE COVERED!!! journey has bumpy bits and the people around you
can help. If you don’t get the help you need first off,
5. Take care of yourself. Be active and eat well keep asking until you do.
– these help maintain a healthy body. Physical and
mental health are closely linked; it’s easier to feel
Also, remember North Lincoln Fire and Rescue has
good about life if your body feels good. You don’t
the EAP (Employee Assistance Program) as well as
have to go to the gym to exercise – gardening,
some trained folks right here in District that can help!
vacuuming, dancing and bushwalking all count.
Be good to yourself!
Combine physical activity with a balanced diet to
nourish your body and mind and keep you feeling
Play and Work Safe,
good, inside and out.
Jim Kusz / Captain

3. Participate and share interests. Join a club

6. Challenge yourself. Learn a new skill or take
on a challenge to meet a goal. You could take on
something different at work, commit to a fitness goal,
or learn to cook a new recipe. Learning improves your
mental fitness, while striving to meet your own goals
builds skills and confidence and gives you a sense of
progress and achievement.

EAP….is available to all NLFR members, both
volunteers and staff. Go online and see all that
is available for you. If you need assistance,
contact Lois at 541-996-2233.

7. Deal with stress. Be aware of what triggers
See copy of brochure on the next page.
your stress and how you respond. You may be able to
avoid some of the triggers and learn to prepare for or
manage others. Stress is a part of life and affects
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NOTE: This article and photo is on the OVFA.org website.

Chemeketa Community College for the Fire Command
program. Earned NREMT-B certification and did an
internship with Willamina Fire Department before
moving back to Washington for family reasons.
Her educational background includes Church Ministries
Pastoral Studies from ORU, culminating in her ordination
as a Chaplain and a two-year Paralegal program.
She is single, with no living children and at least two
rescue cats at any given time. Family includes a sister,
Lisa Graham, a firefighter and a EMT-B with Seal Rock
Fire, and her mother Sandra Briggs, volunteer medic,
Chaplain and co-teacher at NLFR. Laura's paid
employment is Security at Chinook Winds Casino.

LAURA THOMAS, DIRECTOR #1
Oregon Volunteer
Firefighters Association
Laura is currently a volunteer Firefighter and EMR with
North Lincoln Fire and Rescue District #1, Lincoln City,
Oregon. She is in training as a CISD counselor and coteaches the Fire & Fall Prevention for Older Adults, and
Fire Safety for children.

She does many hand crafts including counted cross
stitch, plastic canvas, and crafting 1/12 scale dollhouse
replicas. She enjoys the beach, day hikes and working
with computers.
Her goals as a member of OVFA include a renewed
focus on safety, education for the public to lessen the
need for fire and emergency services and to work with
other agencies for greater reach and effectiveness.

She started firefighting in 1994 with the Friday Harbor
Fire Department, San Juan Islands. She then attended

Congratulations, Laura!

I also named the bathroom "the gym" so
that I can say I go to the gym first thing
every morning.
These were posted
on Pinterest, my
favorite website!

Have you come across something funny
that you wish to share in the Size-Up?
Please email them to me at
LSMITH@NLFR.ORG.

